
AN OVERVIEW OF PER CAPITA INCOME OF THE PHILIPPINES

The Gross Domestic Product per capita in Philippines was last recorded at US dollars in The GDP per Capita in
Philippines is equivalent to 

In additional ports were opened to foreign commerce, and by the late nineteenth century three
cropsâ€”tobacco, abaca, and sugarâ€”dominated Philippine exports. European merchants alongside the
Chinese immigrants opened stores selling goods from all parts of the world. New ideas about government and
society, which the friars and colonial authorities found dangerous, quickly found their way into the
Philippines, notably through the Freemasons, who along with others, spread the ideals of the American,
French and other revolutions, including Spanish liberalism. A year later in , the Philippines got its
independence in America, creating the Third Philippine Republic. Economy as well was re-developed. Also,
debt reduction was considered and as such, the issuance of certain government bonds called Brady Bonds also
came to fruition in  The performance of the economy was good despite challenges from various agrarian
uprisings. Real agricultural wages fell about 25 percent from their level, while real wages for unskilled and
skilled laborers decreased by about one-third of their level. Previously, the Philippines was seen as a trading
post for international trade but in the nineteenth century it was developed both as a source of raw materials and
as a market for manufactured goods. This trade made the city of Manila one of the major global cities in the
world, improving the growth of the Philippine economy in the succeeding years. Tourism, industry, and
agriculture were among the largest contributors to the economy. The Basque-based company was granted a
monopoly on the importation of Chinese and Indian goods into the Philippines, as well as the shipping of the
goods directly to Spain via the Cape of Good Hope. This set of new money, which was printed even before the
war, became known in the Philippines as Mickey Mouse money due to its very low value caused by severe
inflation. However, the Asian Crisis contagion which started from Thailand and Korea started affecting the
Philippines. A small flow of European immigrants came with the opening of the Suez Canal, which cut the
travel time between Europe and the Philippines by half. In leading a "cash-starved [61] government" that
needed to attend a battered nation, President Roxas campaigned for the parity amendment to the Constitution.
Anti-Japanese newspapers portrayed stories of going to the market laden with suitcases or "bayong" native
bags made of woven coconut or buri leaf strips overflowing with the Japanese-issued bills. Among the laws
passed during the Macapagal administration were: Republic Act No. Twenty power plants were built because
of these, and in effect, the administration was able to eliminate the power shortage problems in December and
sustained economic growth for some time. He sanctioned the formation of the Legislative-Executive
Development Advisory Council LEDAC , which served as a forum for consensus building, on the part of the
Executive and the Legislative branches, on important bills on economic policy reform measures 4. Among the
undertakings of the Third Republic's initial year were: The establishment of the Rehabilitation Finance
Corporation which would be reorganized in as the Development Bank of the Philippines ; [58] the creation of
the Department of Foreign Affairs and the organization of the foreign service through Executive Order No.
Ilagan, executive vice president of Filinvest Alabang Inc. The Japanese, in order to raise rice production in the
country, brought a quick-maturing horai rice, which was first used in Taiwan. It made the economy of the
Philippines grow further as people saw the rise of opportunities. Commonwealth Era â€”45 [ edit ] This
section does not cite any sources. The economy during the first year of Ramos administration suffered from
severe power shortage, with frequent brownouts, each lasting from 8 to 12 hours. The first issue in consisted
of denominations of 1, 5, 10 and 50 centavos and 1, 5, and 10 Pesos. Horai rice was expected to make the
Philippines self-sufficient in rice by , but rains during prevented this. An industry executive who requested
anonymity said that luxury cars have a ready market here, mostly among captains of industry or top-level
executives. Numerous other crops and livestock were grown for local consumption by the Filipino people.
Even luxury vehicles that cost tens of millions of pesos are now available to the ultrarich, as local dealerships
of bespoke Rolls Royce and sports car Ferrari were opened during the past two years. This led to a recession in
the economy. This can be attributed to lower real agricultural wages and lesser real wages for unskilled and
skilled laborers. Instead, the US relied on the Philippine economy throughout the depression era. The economy
of Islas Filipinas grew further when the Spanish government inaugurated the Manila Galleon trade system.
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The availability of affordable models across all segments makes it a good time to buy a car. Trade also
introduced foodstuffs such as maize , tomatoes , potatoes , chili peppers , chocolate and pineapples from
Mexico and Peru. The country, in â€”, only registered an average 5. Ramos Administration â€”98 [ edit ] Main
article: Presidency of Fidel Ramos The Ramos administration basically served its role as the carrier of the
momentum of reform and as an important vehicle in "hastening the pace of liberalization and openness in the
country".


